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Raise your hand or type in zoom
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Design Challenge:

• Design an interface to help a user learn an introductory topic 
interactively
• And help them assess themselves with a quiz. 



Design is a process where you work with 
users to understand their problems…

I just don’t get 
what to do.

What’s wrong?



And test solutions with users until it solves 
the problem.
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The user is at the center of the process



Understand the problem Solve the problem

Flare and Focus 

The Double Diamond Process 

• Brainstorm
• Interview
• Research

Synthesize
into insights 
and ideas

• Prototype solutions
• Explore technical 

options
Test them

IdeasChallenge Product



Understand the problem Solve the problem
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Understand the problem Solve the problem

Homeworks 9-13

• Brainstorm
• Interview
• Research

Synthesize
into insights 
and ideas

• Prototype solutions
• Explore technical 

options
Test them

IdeasChallenge Product



Ideas Implementation

People expect implementation to be linear

IdeasChallenge Product

Expectation



Ideas Implementation

Instead, implementation is iterative.

IdeasChallenge Product

Reality



Iterative Design is good because it minimizes risk
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The first iteration should be as 
low-fidelity as possible
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Homework 9: Low-Fi Prototypes
(the first design iteration)

Ideas Low-Fi Prototypes



Low-Fidelity Prototypes



Pixar makes detailed and beautiful films



They always start with a storyboard. Why?

Storyboard can test the coherency of a story at a high level,
while it is still easy to change it.



Storyboards are also good for 
prototyping software interactions

Given a task or goal, 
can the user navigate through the system coherently?



For complex goals, break the task into 
states, options, and transitions to new states.

Prototypes test the coherency of navigating through the app 
To reach the goal.



Main Prototype Goal:

Coherence
Is there a path through the system by which 

the user can accomplish their goal?



Teach fractions by 
working through 
problems slowly.

Translating an idea into a prototype is HARD.

Low-Fi Prototype



You will probably learn as much from
making the prototype, 

as you will from running it.



Focus on breaking the task into 
states, options, and transitions



Prevent Errors in Options: 
Provide good defaults

Good defaults will help to guide the user 
away from making a mistake because 
they will be given a context to work from.



What’s the default way Gmail sorts email?



What’s the default location on Google Maps?



What’s the default number of bathtubs to buy?



Paper Prototype Example



Write down a Persona:
Person, a high level Goal, 4 or 5 subgoals
• Idea: Zumba playlist maker

• Person:
• You are Katie - a Zumba instructor in New York City.

• Goal
• Your goal is make a playlist of dance songs that last 20 minutes (at least 19 minutes and 

at most 21 minutes)
• Subgoals:

• 1. Create a new playlist
• 2. Add a song to the playlist
• 3. Add songs to the playlist until the play list is at least 20 minutes long
• 4. If the playlist is too long, remove a song
• 5. Play the playlist



Subgoal 1:

Create a new playlist



Subgoal 2:

Add the first song to the playlist



Subgoal 3:

Add songs until the playlist is at least 20 minutes.



Subgoal 3:

Remove songs until the playlist is 19-21 min



Subgoal 5:

Play the playlist (part 1)



Subgoal 5:

Play the playlist (part 2)



You will probably learn as much from
making the prototype, 

as you will from running it.



I started with the the playlist drag interface…

And I realized I needed more songs to pick from, 
so I made the songs to pick from 2 columns.



I learned that playlists need names



I realized I needed a homepage to create playlists from…. 
And also probably list the previous ones.



I realized I’d need CRUD operations
(create, read, update and delete)

on the list of playlists



Sam’s Paper Prototype



1. Home Screen



Select a lesson

Note: this page is weirdly sparse



Learn Impressionism

Hmm.. People aren’t really reading this… maybe they need to see art as they read



I didn’t know you could click that!

See art examples



Learn post-impressionism

Oh shit! I forgot the overview!



First Quiz Question

People like dragging!



Feedback

People like immediate feedback, but don’t read the text



Final feedback.

Where do I go next?



In this class, instead of a paper prototype, we 
will use a Google Slides prototype



Use real examples of media in your 
Google Slides Prototype



What do you want to learn first: impressionism or 
post impressionism?
Bad: (I don’t know… let’s the user choose.

Good default options on “Select a lesson” 
state

Good: For most users, I think they’re going to learn the most 
from contrasting post-impression with impressionism.
Thus, it’s best if they need to know what impressionism is first. 
So the default workflow will start with impressionism. (plus it 
comes first in time)



Bad: I don’t know, so… let’s 
let the user choose.

Setting Good defaults.
What should be the default art to learn first:
Impressionism or Post-Impressionism?

Good: Impressionism. For most 
users, I think they’re going to learn 
the most from contrasting post-
impression with impressionism. 
Thus, it’s best if they need to know 
what impressionism is first. 



Prevent Errors in Options: 
Provide good defaults

Good defaults will help to guide the user 
away from making a mistake because 
they will be given a context to work from.



Why is low-fidelity 
better than hi-fidelity 
at early stages?



What if the prototype is too polished?

1. It takes too long to make.

2.Designers become attached 
to designs the spent to most 
time on.

3.You get feedback on the 
wrong thing:
• color,
• Images
• fonts,
• wording



Running a Prototype



Running Prototypes
• Put your low-fi prototype in front of 

users.
• Read them their goal, and ask them to
• Ask them to think out loud as they do the 

task
• Don’t interrupt them.
• Don’t lead them.
• Observe “critical incidents”
• Times they are unsure
• Times they did something you did not 

intend
• Write it down, take screen shots.



You get the best feedback when you are 
observing and listening. Not instructing:
• Give the user a goal:
• “Create a playlist”
• “Learn about the difference between impressionism and post-impressionism”

• Observe what they do
• Encourage people to think-aloud
• Look for “critical incidents.”

• Times were users are unsure what to do, do the wrong thing
• Resist the temptation to “rescue” them or tell them what to do. 



Your role when running a prototype:

Shut up and listen.
Just take notes. 

Don’t explain your prototype.
Don’t guide the user.

Don’t help the user (unless they are truly stuck).
Learn all the things you did right and wrong.



Pretend you’re the TA…



Prototype 1: 
Learn the Arabic Alphabet













How many of these are there?







Lessons from Prototype 1: Learn Arabic 
Letters
• Good topic
• Interesting, introductory topic for this audience
• media is good

• Too long
• Need stronger default for first letter to select
• Perhaps “next” button needs to be on the left, no the right.
• Not entirely satisfying to just memorize a bunch of letters



TA suggestion

• Pick fewer letters (maybe 5?) for the user to memorize
• Then show how they’re combined into words.
• Topic pivot: how to read Arabic words.



Prototype 2: 
How to build a computer

















Lessons from Prototype 2:
“How to build a computer”
• Interesting topic, but the material is too easy
• The quiz can be passed without using the learning material
• From the quiz, it’s not clear you’re learning how to build a computer. 

Perhaps you’re learning to identify the parts?



TA feedback

• Pick a different prototype (or redo this one with a clearer goal)
• The instructional goal and strategy isn’t clear, and thus as a whole, 

the prototype isn’t coherent.



Prototype 3: 
The Police are at your Door

























Lessons from Prototype 3:
“The police are at your door”
• Great topic, just the right amount of information
• Good states and transitions
• Information on each page is not so easy to read
• Organize information
• Split it up into two states if there’s too much



Second iteration

















Summary



Ideas Implementation

Homeworks 9-13: Iteration and Testing

IdeasChallenge Product

Reality



Iterative Design is good because it minimizes risk
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The first iteration should be as 
low-fidelity as possible
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Main Prototype Goal:

Coherence
Is there a path through the system by which 

the user can accomplish their goal?



Focus on breaking the task into 
states, options, and transitions



Teach fractions by 
working through 
problems slowly.

Translating an idea into a prototype is HARD.

Low-Fi Prototype



You will probably learn as much from
making the prototype, 

as you will from running it.



HW9: Low-fidelity Prototypes in Google Slides

Every team member will make their own.
You’ll get TA feedback on Monday.


